DESCRIPTION

Keep your phone, wallet and dog treats dry with this waterproof pocket for our Kelly Anorak. A separate external flap keeps the pocket bag closed and prevents water from pooling in the pockets. Go the extra step and finish the insides of your pocket seams with seam-sealing tape and you will be forever dry while wearing your Kelly Anorak out in the rain!

PATTERN PRINTING LAYOUT

Print the second page of the pattern first to confirm pattern is printing to proper scale. Set printer to “no scaling” or 100% to ensure print scale is correct. We suggest Adobe Reader (it’s free!) to print PDF files.

PATTERN PIECE INVENTORY

**PATTERN PIECES**

- **H1**: POCKET  
  (CUT TWO FABRIC)
- **H2**: POCKET FLAP  
  (CUT FOUR FABRIC,  
  CUT TWO INTERFACING)

**SEAM ALLOWANCES ARE 5/8” OR 16MM UNLESS NOTED**
INSTRUCTIONS

- Assemble the jacket front and back as per original instructions included with either the Kelly Anorak pattern or Kelly Anorak Lining pattern expansion.

POCKET ASSEMBLY

- Ensure two of the four pocket flap pieces (H2) are interfaced.

• (1) With right sides together, match one interfaced pocket flap to non-interfaced flap. Pin together and sew along the short and pointed sides as indicated below, leaving the longest side open.

• (2) Trim the seams and clip the corners.

• (3) Turn the pocket flap right side out and press well. Topstitch around the finished edges of the pocket flap. Install the top part of the pocket snap.

- Finish edges of pocket pieces (H1); serge or zigzag the straight sides of the pocket as indicated below.

- Fold the angled edge of the pocket in by 1/4” (6mm) twice and press. Topstitch. This will be the pocket opening.

- Press straight edges of pocket in along 5/8” (16 mm) seam allowance.
• On two sides of pocket not touching the folded angled pocket opening, press in again along notches, approximately 1” (25 mm).

• Unfold pressed edges. It’s time to sew a miter joint on the corner opposite the pocket facing.

• Pinch corners of indicated corner above with right sides together. Sew a straight line using a short stitch length along innermost pressed fold line. Backstitch at pressed seam allowance line.

• Trim close to edge of stitching.

• Turn right side out and press corner sharply, ensuring the seam allowance is tucked neatly under. Press pocket flat by pressing in an accordion fold along the long sides of the pocket.

• Topstitch along long sides of the pocket not touching the folded pocket facing. Sew just the top fabric and adjacent side edges, 1/8” (3mm) from edge of pocket.

• Pin pocket into place on jacket front along indicated line markings. Ensure edges are straight and parallel to jacket center front seam.

• Topstitch bottom and side long edges of pocket to jacket front, about 1/8” (3mm) from the edge. You may stop and back stitch each line of stitching rather than trying to turn the corner, or you may turn the corner by keeping your needle down and carefully shifting the mitered corner out from under your presser foot.
• With pocket bag pinned in place as a guide, position the pocket flap right side down with the raw edge of the pocket flap approximately 3/8” (10mm) parallel to the finished angled edge of the pocket bag. Stitch in place 1/4” (6mm) from the raw edge.

• Fold the pocket flap down towards the pocket along the edge you just stitched in place and press well. Fold the pocket out of the way and topstitch the pocket flap in place 1/4” (6mm) along the folded edge. Secure the beginning and end of your stitch line by either backstitching or adding two bar tacks for strength.

• Reposition the pocket to determine the placement of the snap back and install the stud and post.

• With the finished pocket flap folded out of the way, topstitch the short edges of pocket to jacket (the sides touching the folded flap) using 1/8” (3mm) seam allowance. Backstitch several times near the pocket opening to secure. Sew a bar tack along either side of the pocket opening for added strength.

• The pocket should now be fully sewn to jacket with a gusset along the two long sides.

• Optional: If you are working with waterproof or water resistant fabric you may press seam sealing tape on the wrong side of the jacket front over the pocket seams to prevent leaks.

• Continue following the steps included with the original instructions included with either the Kelly Anorak pattern or Kelly Anorak Lining pattern expansion.
Measure to ensure

10.2 cm square

4 inch square

Ensure printer is set to "NO SCALING".
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